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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Badriya Al-Mahrooqi 
Ministry of Health- Oman 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Overall important topic and an organized paper  
It need some modification. my comments are:  
1- abstract section: year of the study better to be mentioned in 
abstract  
2-language need to be revised as there are some errors like in 
abstract section: second line in participants the word to participants 
should be to participate .......  
3- In results section: I think the percentage of medical students is 
high compared with non-medical as medical college is one from 8 
colleges - despite you mentioned that some of students refuse 
participation but still can not be explained - if you can clarify this  
4-the third line in results instead of school grade better to write 
college grades  
5- you mentioned that higher score is associated with high grade - if 
you can analyze this more in details - as I THINK they are mostly 
medical students in their higher grade so it is not significant exactly 
like when you found female gender is not significant factor as they 
have more relatives.  
6- some references need to be changed as they are old like no. 6 & 
11 
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name  

Badriya Al-Mahrooqi  

Institution and Country  

Ministry of Health- Oman  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

overall important topic and an organized paper  

It need some modification. my comments are:  

1- abstract section: year of the study better to be mentioned in abstract  

2-language need to be revised as there are some errors like in abstract section: second line in 

participants the word to participants should be to participate .......  

3- In results section: I think the percentage of medical students is high compared with non-medical as 

medical college is one from 8 colleges - despite you mentioned that some of students refuse 

participation but still can not be explained - if you can clarify this  

4-the third line in results instead of school grade better to write college grades  

5- you mentioned that higher score is associated with high grade - if you can analyze this more in 

details - as I THINK they are mostly medical students in their higher grade so it is not significant 

exactly like when you found female gender is not significant factor as they have more relatives.  

6- some references need to be changed as they are old like no. 6 & 11  

Authors:  

Thank you for your patience and enlightening suggestions!  

1- Year of the study has been stated in the abstract.  

2- Language had been revised by Scribendi Inc, a professional copyediting service and the errors had 

been found and corrected as many as possible.  

3- In this study, 8 colleges were college of pharmacy, college of public health, clinical medical college, 

college of traditional Chinese medicine, Medical school of business, college of information 

engineering, college of life science and college of foreign languages, and the students from the first 

four colleges were classified to medical students and the remainder were classified to non-medical 

ones.  

4- We have changed ‘school grade’ to ‘college grade’.  

5- Yes, you are right. 66.7% of medical students were from grade 3 and 4, in contrast to 35.8% of 

non-medical ones, which might result in the either of two variables Grade and Specialty entered into 

the models using stepwise selection of variables when taking scores of knowledge of risk factors, 

symptoms, diagnosis and treatment as dependent variables, respectively. So in this study, the 

stepwise regression was employed to select independent variables, partly avoiding incorrect 

estimates due to multicollinearity. Further clarification has been added in the discussion section.  

Thank you very much!  

6- Old references before year 2000 have been deleted and the latest references were added.  
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Institution and Country  
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Kathmandu Medical College  
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Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

Kindly make minor corrections as pointed out in the attached PDF file.  

 

Authors:  

- We had read carefully your comments and responded them in the manuscript. Thank you very 

much. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Abhinav Vaidya 
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NEPAL 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The reviewer also provided a marked copy with additional 
comments. Please contact the publisher for full details. 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

1.Thank you for your suggestion and we revised it.  

2.Thank you very much. We have given a standard guideline:  

[15] The center for Disease Control, the Ministry of Health in China. The guideline for overweight and 

obesity prevention and control among Chinese adults[M]. Beijing: People's Medical Publishing House, 

2006:1.  

3.We have rewrote this section.Thank you for your suggestion.  

Fewer students reported that they knew that diabetes is a non-acute onset disease (20.0%) and 

Hb1Ac is a better monitoring index of blood glucose fluctuations (11.9%); Over one third reported that 

proper diet and exercise is the preferred treatment for diabetes (35.3%); Nearly one third and one fifth 

reported that eye problems (34.0%) and diabetic peripheral neuropathy (19.0%) are common 

diabetes-related complications. Half of the students thought that a sedentary lifestyle is associated 

with the risk of diabetes (48.6%) and more than 70% of students claimed that they knew the four 

typical symptoms of diabetes, including an excessive feeling of thirst, excessive eating, excessive 

urination, and unexplained weight loss (see Table 2). 
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